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Beautiful
This long-awaited book is the first to showcase celebrated
Charleston-based interior designer Amelia Handegan's
interiors. Whether urban or rural, grand or intimate, each
project exhibits the designer's alluring color palette and artful
mixing of items from different periods and cultures, including
the South, that resonate with how people live today. This
book will appeal to interior design lovers who bought Suzanne
Kasler and Suzanne Rheinstein. An appealing approach to
creating globally-inspired interiors that are rooted in Southern
warmth and comfort.

Thomas O'Brien: Library House
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Inspiration for updating timeless interiors from a 20-year
veteran of Southern decorating. People who embrace
traditional interior style are people who love heritage and
story. As a professional decorator, Eric Ross has been
upholding centuries-old design concepts while injecting fresh
colors and fabrics into the mix for more than twenty years. A
native of Kentucky, he now resides in Nashville, Tennessee.
His Southern approach to traditional decorating includes a
little bit of French country, a lot of Southern hospitality, and
spills over into his lifestyle and entertaining prose. In Enduring
Southern Homes, Eric Ross showcases some of his most
beautiful projects and gives tips on how to create your very
own enduring home, regardless of where you live. Eric Ross
is a seasoned interior designer with over 20 years of design
experience. His work has been published in Traditional
Home, Southern Style, Southern Lady, The Cottage Journal
and many other publications, and his passion is to fan the
flame of the traditional decorating and deeply southern
aesthetics. He lives in Nashville, Tennesee. Evin Krehbiel has
been a professional photographer for over 12 years in
Nashville. Her work has been published in Pizzazzerie:
Entertain in Style (by Courtney Whitmore, Gibbs Smith) and
magazines. She lives in Franklin, Tennesee.

Allan Greenberg
A trove of master interior designer Tom Scheerer's latest
projects in his signature style--sophisticated, yet relaxed and
unpretentious Tom Scheerer's second book, 16 of his latest
projects are featured, including city houses and apartments in
New York, Dallas, Houston, and Paris; summer houses in
Nantucket, the Hamptons, and Maine; and tropical houses in
Harbour Island, Antigua, and Abaco. Each project exudes a
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serenity and a sense of comfort and ease that derives from its
perfect proportions combined with fresh, unpretentious
beauty. It all seems completely effortless, belying the fierce
intelligence and impeccable eye behind every decorating
decision. Illustrated with Francesco Lagnese's luminous
photographs, Tom Scheerer: More Decorating is a master
class in interior design for aficionados and practiced
professionals alike.

Mario Buatta
This work contains the work of the interior decoration firm of
Aman & Meeks and includes ten magnificent residences Park
Avenue apartments and Upper East Side townhouses in New
York as well as properties in Greenwich, the Hamptons, and
Palm Beach.

Near & Far
A modernist take on Mediterranean aesthetics, a new
movement in interior design embraces sumptuous minimalism
through warm, earthy tones, and natural materials. In
southern locations such as Australia, California, and Brazil,
but also in places like New York and Copenhagen--the
Mediterranean sensibility echoes itself in these locales
through a variety of reasons, be it former colonial influences,
a similar sunny climate, or simply an appreciation for the
Mediterranean way of life. The New Mediterranean -- Homes
and Interiors under the Southern Sun showcases inspiring
residences and vacation homes around the world that
combine rustic, earthy tones with colorful fabrics, ceramics
and glass. The book introduces the designers, architects, and
brands who are bringing the style to life, outlining key
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elements in order to show how to create this look at home.
More than a design trend, this is a philosophy to transform
interiors into havens of light, craftsmanship, and simplicity.

Tom Scheerer
Glamorous Rooms showcases the elegant eclecticism of
renowned designer Jan Showers's interiors, including many
projects unpublished until now. Illustrated with dazzling
photography, Showers's accessible and useful design tenets
will inspire readers to create their own luxurious yet relaxed
homes. Showers's attention to detail seamlessly blends
Hollywood high style, midcentury modernism, and classic
18th-century French styles with the local flavors of St. Barth's,
Paris, and Rome. Her modern and timeless interiors, never
overdone, have earned her a dedicated fan base of top
designers, celebrities, and power brokers from Palm Beach to
Del Mar. A must-have addition to any design enthusiast's
library, Glamorous Rooms is sure to be an instant classic.
Traditional Home October 2009 Lucite and tufting and
mirrors, oh my! Love shimmering elegance? You'll thrill to the
work of Jan Showers, a Texas pro. Veranda NovemberDecember 2009 Texas-based designer Jan Showers strikes
just the right balance between restraint and high visual
impact. Her superbly detailed rooms gain unique presence
through a mix of styles, such as Hollywood Regency,
eighteenth-century French and mid-century modern. Like her
spaces, her furnishings-including her 1940’s-inspired
Venetian glass lamps-exude American glamour. House
Beautiful November 2009 Jan Showers tells all, Dallas style.
The how/why of glamour, one gorgeous room @ a time. Read
the captions! Luxe Fall 2009 Over 200 dazzling photographs
of Showers’ design, which seamlessly blend Hollywood high
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style, mid-century modernism and classic 18th century
French style.

More Beautiful
- Prominent decorator and author Penny Drue Baird helps to
guide readers toward successful rooms and spaces with On
Interior Design, an exploration of the essential aspects of
contemporary interiors - Baird is the author of Bringing Paris
Home, The New French Interior, and Dreamhouse Opinionated and knowledgeable, Baird shares the insider
secrets gained from more than thirty years in the profession More than 180 photographs, with informative captions,
illustrate her distinctive approach Crown moldings or
cabinetry? Vintage or Victorian? Orange or ocher? Successful
interior design - creative, comfortable rooms with a personal
touch - is built from layer upon layer of color, texture, pattern,
embellishment, and more. But the plethora of choices
available in the early twenty-first century has made it almost
impossible to assemble these layers thoughtfully. Prominent
decorator and author Penny Drue Baird is here to help with
On Interior Design, an incisive exploration of the essential
aspects of contemporary interiors. Baird considers
architectural details, furniture, color, fabric, flooring, lighting,
and accessories, offering equal servings of expertise, history,
and recommendation. She illustrates her topics with dozens
of photographs of her own work, from apartments in New
York City to houses in the Hamptons and Palm Beach to a
residence in Paris. Building on her three previous books, in
On Interior Design Baird imparts the lessons and principles
gleaned from her thirty-plus years in practice.

Making Rooms Your Own
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Indentifying twenty-five leading interior designers from around
the world who have transformed twentieth-century design, an
illustrated study explores the key elements of each designer's
signature style, including colors, fabrics, patterns, furniture,
and accessories. 10,000 first printing.

The New Mediterranean
Provides a look at the work of interior decorator William
Hodgins, including such commissions as the American
ambassador's house in Paris and an apartment building on
San Francisco's Nob Hill.

Glamorous Rooms
Bland is anathema to Carlos Mota. As he travels the
world--from Lisbon to Tangier, India to Santo Domingo, New
York to Paris--producing feature stories and ad campaigns for
countless publications and companies, he exults in every
spark of originality and creativity he sees. Fortunately for us,
he not only documents his sightings with his camera but also
collects images by a Who's Who of interiors and architectural
photographers. And in this volume, he has culled some 280 of
his favorite images, all wholly different but all sharing one
quality: the beauty of color, both literally and figuratively.
There are interiors, table settings, fabric swatches, tiles, floral
arrangements, sculptures, architectural
ornamentation--whatever captures his discriminating eye.
Peppered with quotes about color and beauty by a host of
designers, Beige Is Not a Color is the antithesis of bland and
as aspirational as it is inspirational.

Beige Is Not a Color
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David Hicks is considered to be among the foremost interior
designers of the 20th century. From the decoration of his own
house in London in 1956--in powerful colors that heralded an
end to the drab, postwar English look--he set the pace for
interior design both in Europe and America. David Hicks:
Designer looks at the most vital period of his career, from
1958 to 1979. Presenting 200 original color photos, many
never before published, it displays a decorating oeuvre that
ranged from apartments for Helena Rubinstein, the Niarchos
children, and the Prince of Wales to yachts, private jets, and
the glamorous New York offices of British Steel. Central to the
book are the interiors of his own houses, where he mixed
antique and modern with a groundbreaking command of style
and color. This book is a splendid overview of the entire
range of the designer's vision and talents, with chapters on
English and New York interiors interspersed with sections on
his designs for stores and offices, furniture and carpets,
fabrics and wallpapers, tablescapes, graphics, and books.

Soul of the Home
Mark Sikes's interiors are classic celebrations of California
indoor/outdoor living, with natural fibers, wicker, wallpaper,
and crisp coloration. Readers who love the modern, unfussy
elegance of Suzanne Kasler and Windsor Smith will love this
book. Cross Mark Hampton with Celerie Kemble and you'll
have the timeless yet modern style of interior designer Mark
Sikes captured here in his first book, Beautiful, a celebration
of his simple, classic, all-American decorating.

Amelia Handegan
In this story-filled monograph, Bunny Williams presents new
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work through 15 houses she has decorated and loved. She
tells the tale of each "affair," tracing the style of the spaces,
what drew her to the projects, and her approach to decor that
evolves with the lives of her clients. She offers personal
secrets for choosing classics--and for decorating with flexible
pieces that can play more than one role in a design scheme.
Along the way, she offers many amazingly chic, but always
comfortable, residences whose interiors she has designed
during the latest phase of her astounding career. As Bunny
tells it, "The best pieces have the best stories," and in this
book, she shows readers a fresh collection of projects that
demonstrate just that.

Pietro Cicognani
Examines the glamorous world of decorating and the men
and women who have shaped this art form with their
distinctive and often daring tastes

The Decorator
The first book from renowned Hollywood-based interior
designer Madeline Stuart, whose elegant decorating is
predicated on timeless design, be it modernist or traditional in
inspiration. Stuart is hailed as an icon in Los Angeles for her
exceptional work. Architectural Digest wrote, "In a city driven
by artifice and spectacle, Madeline Stuart celebrates
understatement, authenticity, and elegance without
affectation." The daughter of director Mel Stuart (Willy Wonka
& the Chocolate Factory) and a decorator mother whose
interiors were favored by actors and entertainers, Stuart grew
up as a Hollywood insider. Today, her wide-ranging clientele
comes from the entertainment industry as well as the world of
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business and finance. In No Place Like Home, Stuart herself
writes eloquently about her recent work. With insight and wit,
she walks the reader through her design process, from initial
vision to execution. From her meticulous renovation of Cedric
Gibbons's Streamline Moderne house to a newly built
Montana ranch to a Mediterranean-inspired residence on the
California coast, each project is informed by Stuart's keen
understanding of history and craftsmanship as well as her
skill with scale, proportion, and balance. These, along with
her unexpected combinations of furniture and fine-art and
decorative elements, result in richly layered interiors that feel
authentic to their period and place, while remaining always
relevant, modern, and beautiful.

On Interior Design
Interior designer Mark Sikes burst onto the publishing scene
with his first book Beautiful. His second book, aptly titled More
Beautiful, picks up where the first left off, showcasing Mark's
most recent decorating work and providing the reader with
details on how to get the look. The rooms are divided into five
styles. Traditional features rooms filled with painted wicker,
botanical curtains, and inviting chintz armchairs. Country is a
modern take on the style, with striped sisal stair runners,
bamboo blinds, and white painted wood. Cottage is
streamlined, with natural woven fibres, and furniture with
simple lines. California is richly patterned, tailored and
layered. Mediterranean features a deeper palette with tile,
ikat, and wood. No matter the theme, all of the rooms are lightfilled and crisply patterned, chic yet comfortable, just the way
people want to live today.

Rattan
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Past meets present in this stylish guide to decorating modern
homes with heirlooms and antiques Designer and antiques
dealer Tara Shaw is a respected supplier of French and
European antiques for a host of AD100 and Elle Decor Alisters, including Bobby McAlpine, Mary McDonald, and
Bunny Williams. In her first book, she helps readers
understand how to select the best antiques and how to use
them in a variety of decor schemes. The book presents neverbefore-published spaces from Shaw's portfolio and reveals
her favorite antique-hunting spots throughout Europe.
Anecdotes from years of treasure hunting are accompanied
by images of rare and precious finds, with text that decodes
just how to choose the right pieces and display them in a
contemporary interior. Readers will be able to look at each
space and take away ideas they can apply to their own
homes, to create personalized rooms full of provenance and
beauty.

Billy Baldwin Decorates
Textile designer Lisa Fine shares the many sources of
inspiration for her coveted hand-printed linens and her
personal interior design aesthetic In Near & Far, Lisa Fine
invites us into her homes in Dallas, New York, and Paris and
then takes us along as she visits the places and people who
have been her greatest sources of inspiration. Among her
favored treasures are the Mughal palaces and gardens of
India, the 18th-century home of Carl Linnaeus in Sweden, the
whitewashed retreat of interior designer John Stefanidis on
Patmos, the idyllic country house and garden of Londonbased designer Penny Morrison, and the storied house in the
Tangier Casbah belonging to collectors Jamie Creel and
Marco Scarani. Evocatively photographed by Miguel FloresPage 10/22
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Vianna and with a foreword by style editor Deborah
Needleman, Near & Far not only provides a trove of design
ideas, but also offers advice for anyone interested in giving
full expression to their personal style.

Markham Roberts
Captivating the senses and the imagination, Country is a new
kind of lifestyle book - it allows you to live the dream. In
Country, internationally-renowned designer Jasper Conran
uses his own experiences and the landscapes and homes
that are familiar to him to portray a seductive way of life. The
allure of the countryside has a universal appeal. How do we
achieve the dream? It is not about spending money, or
prescribing to a certain style, it is about a personal sense of
appreciation, self-expression and the wish to get back to the
root of what makes us tick. Moving from one season to the
next, from interior to exterior, from detail to landscape, this
book shows life as it is actually lived in the British countryside
today. It is one man's vision that informs the reader by
captivating the senses and the imagination. Beautifully
conceived, beautifully photographed and beautifully written,
Country is a new kind of lifestyle book - it allows you to live
the dream. Country is realistic, full of ideas and completely
engrossing - a book with which to spend time.

A House in the Country
Organized by rooms of the house, offers design ideas for
creating bold, personal living spaces, addressing such design
principles as color, pattern, mixing, and accessorizing.

About Decorating
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This monograph showcases the exquisite architecture of
Allan Greenberg, one of the most influential architects of the
classical movement. A leading exponent of classical
architecture, Allan Greenberg has drawn on a vast knowledge
of ancient styles in the design of his illustrious list of projects.
His work is renowned for its historically inspired façades, its
classical detail, and the highest level of craftsmanship.
Collaborating with leading sculptors, wood-carvers,
mosaicists, metalworkers, and ornamental plasterers to
create beautiful details that make his work unique, Greenberg
has produced buildings that radiate a sense of classic beauty
and artistic integrity. This monograph celebrates Greenberg’s
esteemed career by showcasing in depth his private houses,
apartments, university buildings, and civic buildings that
demonstrate his lifelong commitment to traditional styles,
unparalleled quality, and decorative expression. With
specially commissioned photographs of exteriors, interiors,
and details as well as original drawings and plans, the book is
an important addition to any architecture library and an
inspiration to interior designers and homeowners with an
appreciation for fine architecture and interiors.

No Place Like Home
The designer shares photographs and anecdotes together
that exemplify his blending of traditional and contemporary
styles.

Enduring Southern Homes
"From Park Avenue apartments to Maine country houses to
Bahamian seaside cottages, leading interior designer Tom
Scheerer creates rooms that are crisp, confident, and visually
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enthralling. He combines classic, old-fashioned decorating
with modernist touches, simple, natural materials, beckoning
palettes, and vernacular crafts. The result, as seen on every
page of this first book of his work, is an object lesson in highly
sophisticated, yet relaxed, unpretentious décor. "--

In Pursuit of Beauty
The renowned American decorator suggests ways to give
rooms personality and includes photographs and plans that
illustrate the imaginative use of color and design

Dream. Design. Live
A collection of color photos showcases homes in such beach
areas as Southern California, Florida, the Hamptons and
Puerto Vallarta, in a book that looks at stunning interiors, as
well as gardens, swimming pool areas and patios.

Influential Interiors
In Dream Design Live, decorator Paloma Contreras goes
beyond interior design to show readers how to inhabit their
homes in fulfilling and beautiful ways. Divided into three
sections, this hardworking book proves that the most
appealing interiors are also the most personal ones.
Contreras takes readers through the design process and
encourages them to seek inspiration from the approach that
works best for them. From thinking creatively to improve both
your home and your life, to showing you how to turn your
dreams into realities, the author reveals how you can take the
welcoming space you've just created and spend meaningful
time there pursuing the activities you love. With stunning
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photography and accessible-yet-elegant tips, Dream Design
Live fuses interior decorating advice with lifestyle
recommendations and demonstrates how living a happy and
satisfying life starts at home.

Summer to Summer
Schumacher has been at the forefront of design in the US for
well over 100 years. Founded in 1889, the house quickly
became the go-to for style setters such as Edith Wharton and
designer Elsie de Wolfe, and Schumacher's ongoing
collaborations with leading designers and artists have turned
the company into one of the most important and influential
design houses of today. Now, their first book, The
Schumacher Guide to Elevating Your Style, features the
house's greatest contemporary designs - everything from
classic stripes and exuberant florals to edgy animal prints and shows how they can be used to create beautiful, elegant
rooms. Organised thematically by style, with chapters such
as, "Boho"; "Happy Modern"; "Earthy"; "Romantic";
"Extrovert"; and "High Style" the book explores a variety of
patterns and palettes, with guidance and suggestions for
deciding what style is best for you and your interior. The book
is chock full of lavish imagery of patterns, alongside stunning
interiors by many of the top designers working today - such
as Miles Redd, Mary McDonald, Timothy Corrigan, Celerie
Kemble, Veere Grenney and Mark Sykes, to name a few illustrating how Schumacher's iconic patterns can be
integrated into a wide range of chic and stylish room designs.
Interviews with the designers themselves provide insights and
tips on how to use pattern in your décor. Full of inspiring
design ideas, as well as an unparalleled resource of prints
and patterns, The Schumacher Guide to Elevating Your Style
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is a visual feast of interior design for all styles and tastes.

Billy Baldwin
Presents photograph illustrations of some of the author's
designed interiors along with her thoughts on what makes her
designs work and how to address typical decorating issues
and problems.

William Hodgins Interiors
Rattan furnishings evoke the glamour and laid back elegance
of exotic beach houses as well as the informal beauty of plant
filled garden rooms and sun dappled verandas. Long
fascinated with rattan's versatility, designer Lulu Lytle
examines the enduring appeal of this sustainable tropical
palm in RATTAN: A WORLD OF ELEGANCE AND CHARM.
The first book in decades to examine the history and
craftsmanship of rattan furniture, this insightful tome
showcases rattan's appeal through archival images of
beautiful interiors including Madeleine Castaing's winter
garden in Paris, Michael Taylor's own Californian beach
house, the Titanic's Caf Parisian and the Billy Baldwin
designed Mr. Kennedy's beauty salon in New York City.
Rattan's many personalities are explored through its inclusion
in settings as diverse as Impressionist paintings, flamboyant
nightclubs and pared down contemporary drawing rooms. A
reflection of its inherent beauty and longevity, antique rattan
furniture from the nineteenth century is highly collectible, as
are rattan pieces created by giants of modern design such as
Josef Hoffmann for Thonet, Josef Frank for Svenskt Tenn,
Jean-Michel Frank for Ecart, Renzo Mongiardino for
Bonacina, Arne Jacobsen for Sika, Paul Frankl and Donald
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Deskey. Rattan pieces have become iconic and highly prized,
including Hiroomi Tahara's Wrap Sofa, Franca Helg's
Primavera Chair, and the many iterations of the beloved
Peacock Chair. RATTAN also highlights some of the many
tastemakers who have embraced rattan--from Marella Agnelli,
Babe Paley, and Cecil Beaton to leading interior designers
including Jeffrey Bilhuber, Veere Grenney, Axel Vervoordt,
and Jacques Grange.

Rooms to Inspire by the Sea
"Features one hundred essays by America's top
designers--from established design legends to members of
the new guard--that explore in detail the process of designing
a home, from the fundamentals to the finishing
touches"--Amazon.com.

Love Affairs with Houses
"For the past thirty years, Italian-born Pietro Cicognani has
been designing highly customized and exquisitely crafted
country houses, city apartments, outbuildings, pool houses,
and even garden plans for an A-list clientele. In the first
monograph on his work, some twenty of his most notable
projects are featured, including a reconverted barn complex
on Long Island, a sprawling estate in upstate New York, a
chic minimalist townhouse in Manhattan, and a romantic
seaside house and elaborate garden in the Hamptons.
Whether a new construction or a gut renovation, each of his
projects is designed in collaboration with the finest artisans
and exceptional interior designers. Illustrated with specially
commissioned photographs by renowned architecture and
interiors photographer Francesco Lagnese, as well site plans
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and drawings, and featuring a foreword by actress Isabella
Rossellini, whose country home he designed, Pietro
Cicognani: Architecture and Design is a feast for the eyes and
a celebration of unstinting design excellence"--

Interior Design Master Class
Statement of responsibility from front jacket flap.

David Hicks
Whether ultramodern or hundreds of years old, every one of
these summer houses is brimming with idiosyncratic style
From the rocky coast of Maine to the sandy beaches of the
Hamptons, from Nantucket to Newport, from Fire Island to
Fishers Island, from Martha's Vineyard to Provincetown,
summer houses are as varied in style as the people who
hightail it to the beach as soon as the temperature climbs. In
this lushly illustrated book, author Jennifer Ash Rudick has
sought out twenty-five of the best. She invites us into a
minimally decorated, Isamu Noguchi-designed home in
Northeast Harbor and Sister Parrish's cozy multigenerational
house in Dark Harbor. We imagine relaxing in a comfortably
cushioned rattan chair on the sun porch of a Nantucket house
designed by Tom Scheerer, taking in the view of Long Island
Sound through the glass curtain wall of a sleek house on
Fishers Island, and feeling snugly cosseted in a tiny
Provincetown cottage. All we need to do is settle back, kick
off our shoes, and let the sun-kissed pages of Summer to
Summer wash over us.

The Joy of Decorating
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The definitive book on the legendary decorator Billy Baldwin,
famous for his classical taste, streamlined modernism, and
brilliant use of colour.

The New Elegance
Nestled amid the lush, gently rolling hills of cattle and horse
farms in Millbrook, New York, is a handsome Greek Revival
house that looks like it s always been there. In fact, it is brand
new the collaborative effort of architect Peter Pennoyer and
his wife, interior designer Katie Ridder. This irresistible book,
exquisitely illustrated with photographs, finely rendered plans,
and hand-painted illustrations, tells the home s story. The
design followed Pennoyer s conviction that historical
examples are a springboard for the imagination and offer
compelling solutions for new architecture. So, though many
characteristics of the house are classical, and, more
specifically, Greek Revival, it is also thoroughly contemporary
and environmentally friendly, with an exuberantly colorful
interior and spectacular gardens."

Country Mini
This first book on the esteemed decorator and tastemaker,
known for beautiful interiors that are replete with tradition,
saturated color, elegance, and Southern flair, will inspire and
delight readers. Richard Keith Langham's all-American
interiors unite a traditional approach with dashes of whimsy,
beautiful tailoring, and an exuberant color palette. In this
book, Langham charms and inspires with a selection of city
and country projects--waterside estates on Maryland's
Eastern Shore and Florida's Jupiter Island, gracious country
houses in Pennsylvania and Connecticut, a grand townhouse
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in New Orleans, and city residences in New York,
Washington, D.C., and Memphis. Langham conjures his own
brand of design magic by approaching his clients' rooms with
the rigors of classicism, paired with an innate Southern
predilection for pared-down elegance. Signature touches
include custom-painted murals, curious antiques, and couture
fabrics--motifs that are uniquely Langham's but that also echo
his early influences from working with design legends Mark
Hampton and Keith Irvine. Langham has decorated for a
glamorous clientele, including Jacqueline Kennedy Onassis,
Pat Buckley, and Hilary Swank. This volume presents his
captivating, lush interiors--classic American with a vibrant and
pattern-friendly flair--that will inspire design aficionados and
fellow interior designers.

The New Formal
AD100 and Elle Decor A-List designer Timothy Corrigan
shares his secrets for creating rooms that are elegant and
comfortable, luxurious yet livable. Throughout his career,
Corrigan has established a look that is layered and detailed,
while always suitable for the way people live today. His
distinctive approach encompasses practicality as well as
beauty, merging European refinement with California comfort.
Here, Corrigan shares homes in which he has defined a new
contemporary elegance, including a John Fowler-inspired
London townhouse, a Hollywood Regency-inspired Los
Angeles Colonial, an art-filled Chicago apartment in the sky,
and Corrigan's own Paris pied-à-terre. Corrigan includes
advice throughout on how to adapt classic design principles
and traditional forms to make them work for busy modern
lives. Between each chapter are instructive interludes in
which Corrigan outlines the building blocks of successful
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decoration, with fundamental topics such as scale and
proportion, symmetry, architectural details, and working with
color.

S Is for Style
An invitation to enter the residences of some of the top
interior designers in the world--see their style and practicality
in action, and adopt some of their winning ways. With pillows
fluffed and curtains pulled back, design secrets are revealed.
From established masters of the field (Jamie Drake, Stephen
Sills, Tom Britt, Jeffrey Bilhuber) to comparatively newer
talents, the reader will learn about diverse approaches to
decoration and the art of fine living from some of today's most
successful interior designers--with wit, candor, and passion.
Other featured subjects include Alex Papachristidis, Robert
Couturier, Howard Slatkin, and Katie Ridder. From
suggestions on entertaining and creating noteworthy
tablescapes to practical advice on storage and displaying
collections, the text guides readers to live full and savvy lives.
Decorators' own residences--ranging from town houses to
studios--show design in action and often reflect concise
principals for living efficiently and stylishly. Join New York
Social Diary and many of the top interior designers of today to
get a behind-the-scenes look at how the professionals live in
their private (and refined) worlds. A book for decorating
professionals and lovers of interior design and life in the great
city.

Decorate Fearlessly
Celebrates the fifty-years-and-counting career of decorating
legend Mario Buatta and shares insights into his process, his
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own rules for decorating, and personal stories of his
adventures along the way.

Tom Scheerer Decorates
Thomas O'Brien's name has long been synonymous with
vintage elegance, modernism, and warm, livable design, so
it's no surprise that his luxurious homes in Bellport, Long
Island, have attracted significant attention. Thomas O'Brien:
Library House captures the gorgeous architecture, interiors,
lush gardens, and myriad collections of the effortlessly formal
and classic home and design studio (The Library) next door to
his celebrated Academy house. In describing the process of
imagining and building this dream project--a new house that
looks as if it had been built over generations--the book also
provides a view into how the author and his husband and
fellow AD100 designer, Dan Fink, live and work. Stunning
original photography documents this incredible, historically
detailed residence and showcases O'Brien's keen design
sense and his expert eye through a lifetime of collecting art,
antiquities, furniture, books, tableware, textiles, and more.
Including behind-the-scenes stories about the extraordinary
property and exclusive insight into O'Brien's passion for
gardens, this new book is an obsessive design companion
and an aspirational guide to living a beautiful life in a beautiful
home.
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